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Fragile Things

Darius Atefat-Peckham

While playing, I run past an

Ornamental bowl in my grandparents’

House. It sat under my mother’s gallery of paintings

That hang in her memory. The bowl was a

Birthday gift of my mother’s, my Bibi tells me, one of

Those pieces that my grandparents never had the

Heart to send to Goodwill or gift away, a piece of her life.

My flailing arms clip the sculpted trim and

The bowl splashes like paint on

Canvas; spreading stars of sharpened crystal.

Bibi, my Grandma, (in Farsi

It means lady) limps quickly toward the glass.

Watching her, I am

Reminded of the painting of

My mother’s that hangs in the

Building of her former college,

You can take a piece of it.

Keep it in your pocket like it’s her,

A professor informs me. It feels wrong,

But the texture’s ruined anyways, and his

Pressing hands are grieving on my shoulders
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So I take a piece and pocket it.

My eyes widen as it tears.

I watch Bibi fall to her knees and

Let crystal dance through her

Fingers. It strikes me, then, how easily

The fragile bowl had broken. The shards leave her

Thin cuts and I start to cry.

Her lips turn and in her accent,

Don’t. It’s good. She says thoughtfully

And smiles. 
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Idaho Surprise
first published in Volume III, Issue II

Julie Weston

Txomin watched the sky change from pale morning blue to the dense 

graywhite that carried snow. When he first smelled the steely scent, he 

whistled for his dog.

“Bring ‘em down, Baltza.” He made a circular motion with his 

hand. “Curl ‘em around the wagon.”

Baltza barked and loped around the sheep, pushing and pull-

ing them toward Txomin. They could range again in the morning if 

the storm blew over, but it wouldn’t. Txomin’s elbows ached, a sure 

sign. A dust cloud, filled with the smell of wool oil and trampled sage, 

swirled in a storm of its own above the sheep. 

By dusk, Txomin saw the tell-tale signs when he looked up the 

canyon. A peak hovered beyond the cloud veil like a spirit. Time to feed 

the horse and Baltza, get the fire going inside his camp, the covered 

wagon that had been his home since June. While he grained Blade, the 

first pellets floated in the air, round and hard. The white balls rolled 

and piled in the thistle cups, bounced off the dirty white tin roof on the 

bentwood half cylinder frame of his wagon. They sifted past the door 

when he opened it to duck through. 

Baltza crowded between Txomin’s legs and crawled to the edge 

of the bunk, avoiding Txomin’s eyes, pretending to be invisible. His 

bristled black and brown coat was speckled with white. When Txomin 
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turned to close his door, something moved outside in the fading light, 

something blue, blending into the twilight. Was it his imagination? A 

trick of shadow? At that time of day, all of nature seemed blue, ranging 

from the dense blue of the forest packed solid with firs on the north 

side of the mountain, to the lavender blue of the sagebrush, fading to 

distant blue in the mountains on the horizon. Then all the blues shaded 

into gray, melting in the falling snow. Txomin wasn’t even certain he’d 

seen anything. He stuffed wood into the stove, crinkled an old news-

paper page, and lit the fire.

Soon lamb stew filled the cramped space with savory steam. 

Txomin shook the pan, scraped the gravy from the sides, added more 

garlic and a half cup of red wine. Stew, thick-crusted bread, and snow. 

Things could be worse. He could be back at the cabin outside of Sho-

shone, listening to his grandmother mumble in her sleep, his brother 

cough and trade insults with his wife, their children whine. Or he 

could be back on the streets of Bizkaia in Spain, wondering where he 

would sleep, how he would warm himself.

His old grandmother’s letters had pulled him from Spain where 

he begged money, cigarettes, wine. She demanded he join the family, 

take up the duties his older brother couldn’t perform because of his sick-

ness. Take over the family. Even the wife? Txomin had wondered. That 

dusky woman with tired eyes, cheeks and lips pulled down by gravity, 

and who once spoke softly to him when he climbed into the truck with 

the sheep, on his way to summer range. “Txomin, have a care. Let the 

desert have its way.” He hadn’t known what she meant, then.

Hadn’t his brother told him: “I only do this for grandmother, 

wine for brains.”

“Eat your sheep,” Txomin answered. At first, he refused to be a 

sheephand, stinking like wool and shit.
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“You think you don’t stink? Wine and vomit stink. You take 

the sheep or leave. I got you into America as a Basque sheepherder. If 

you don’t work…” His brother shrugged fat shoulders and coughed. 

Txomin went.

His camp was three strides long, one-and-a-half wide. When 

he finished eating, he left his plate on the floor for Baltza and opened 

the door for snow to wash his cup. In the kerosene lamplight, he saw 

the pellets had changed to flakes—large feathers thickening, deepen-

ing. He would have to stay awake. The sheep could suffocate if they 

crowded on top of one another to stay warm.

Coffee would help. He threw a cup of grounds into the black 

dented pan, added creek water from a bottle, shoved more wood into 

the stove and waited, stretched out on his back in the bunk that filled 

the end of the wagon, until the water boiled. The burnt toast smell told 

him when the coffee was ready.

“Baltza, we have to check the sheep. You go.”

A quiet whine answered Txomin.

“I went last time. Your turn.” Txomin dropped his hand and 

scratched the dog’s ears. Baltza wriggled closer to the bunk, rubbing 

against the drawer that held Txomin’s supplies: the stewpot, a change 

of jeans, the red flannel shirt, the long canvas coat, the boot oil and 

saddle soap, a horse blanket, the dog food, his plate, cup, fork and 

knife, a roll of toilet paper, a shotgun and shells, an extra pair of sox, 

long underwear, a wool scarf.

“All right, I’ll go. You’re an old dog, older than me. If I’m 40, 

you must be 80.”

Baltza snuffled and licked Txomin’s hand.

“You’ll come with me? OK, zaharra, old man.” Txomin swung 

his legs around and poured coffee for himself. Snow. From the win-
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dows of his grandmother’s cabin in the early spring, the snow had 

looked like pillows in the meadow. From the small window in the 

door of his sheep camp, the snow looked like death, cold as marble, 

thick, an expanse of white sand sucking at his sheep, his horse, his 

dog, him.

“It’s only a September storm, Baltza. Gone in a day, two at the 

most.” Txomin pulled the flaps of his hat over his ears, shrugged on 

his coat, smoothed on his sheepskin gloves, picked up the lamp. A lini-

ment rub by his old grandmother was what he wished for. 

Outside, intricate crystals whirled in a kaleidoscopic pattern 

around the bright flame, sizzling into steam when they touched the 

glass, and wetting the skin of his cheek, clinging to the dog’s whiskers. 

The world was white and black.

“Come, Baltza. We have work to do.” Txomin heard the up-

beat of his own voice because he didn’t have to sit doing nothing all 

evening. Loneliness dulled the time, made each minute last an hour. 

Two-and-a-half months in the high desert and mountains had passed; 

only three weeks to go. Then he could leave the sheep, leave his brother 

and return to Spain with money in his pocket. His grandmother had 

promised.

So far, so good. The sheep clustered, but not in the tight knots 

that warned of panic. Baltza circled the band and returned to Txomin. 

An hour later, they checked again. This time, Baltza didn’t return. His 

bark, sharp above a wind beginning to quarrel with the aspens, told 

Txomin that his dog was bringing back strays.

Txomin didn’t like the wind. He thought of mounting Blade to 

check down the canyon, see how far the corral was. He’d left it last 

spring in a gully-washer when he barely saved the lambs, and he need-

ed to get some bearings. This storm could be an Idaho surprise, not 
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just a quick flurry. But it was too dark. He wouldn’t see the castle rock 

he remembered, nor the twist in the canyon bottom where the fresh 

green sage had been ripped away by the spring gusher.

What to do? The temperature was dropping again. Moisture 

on his mustache from the coffee and perspiration in the creases of his 

neck from the heat in the wagon had frozen. He left Blade tied to the 

back of the wagon, retrieved the horse blanket and covered his horse’s 

haunches. “Maybe I should try and take you inside, Blade.” He rubbed 

the white diamond on Blade’s muzzle. “I could fit you out with a dia-

per so you wouldn’t shit in there.” Txomin loosened the rope. “Nah.” 

What was he thinking of? The animal’s two front legs, maybe. He tied 

Blade once more to the rear. The horse rested his long face on Txomin’s 

shoulder, then whinnied.

Txomin whistled. The shrill sound seemed to bounce off the 

snowflakes and fall in a slurp to the ground. He cupped his hand 

around his mouth. “Baltza!”

A sheep bawled, then another. Txomin lifted the lamp and a 

halo formed. Sheep were beginning to huddle near the wagon, push-

ing at each other, bleating in nervous harmony. He whistled again, 

a two-level signal, his and Baltza’s own code for trouble. Coyotes, 

maybe, were spooking the woollies. No wolves around. They’d been 

introduced into Yellowstone—miles away from the grass gullies and 

canyons riddling the back country above the Stanley Basin.

Coyotes, he could handle, unless a pack formed. The only ones 

he’d seen when he moved the sheep from range to range had traveled 

alone or sometimes with one companion, their long snouts and ribbed 

bodies looking lean and hungry. No excuse for that—there were plen-

ty of voles, squirrels, chipmunks, field mice, and even beavers along 

some of the creeks that flowed into the Salmon River.
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Txomin hadn’t lost a sheep all summer, not even in the fire that 

threatened the high feeding ground in August. He didn’t intend to start 

now. That would give his brother an excuse not to pay him. Old grand-

mother could protect Txomin from most of his brother’s abuses, but 

not that one, not if he lost a portion of the band. Resentment warmed 

him, and then he remembered Baltza.

From the wagon, Txomin picked up the battered gun, a pocket-

ful of shells, and, grabbing his lantern again, stepped back into the 

storm. His legs pushed through the milling sheep. He talked to them 

quietly, “Home range you go soon, you woolly txoriburu, idiots. Hush 

hush. Txomin won’t let the coyotes eat you.”

His brother’s image floated in the light’s shadow—sagging 

jowls, broken nose, stringy black hair with gray streaks. He remem-

bered the wheezing cough. Sometimes at night in the crowded cabin, 

the wheeze hesitated. Txomin could feel everyone draw in a breath and 

hold it. Would his brother choke this time?

No one else would take the sheep to the high country and live 

alone three or four months of the year—away from women, txakoli, 

family. Alone with stars, white sun, dusty sage, flies—always flies, 

rocky mountains, and wind, wind, wind, until he thought he’d go mad 

if he didn’t jump into it and sail away. Alone with himself, to think 

about his hands shaking from drink, his lost jobs—road worker, jani-

tor, lottery ticket seller—his sweet neska who married another, his pu-

trid mouth in the morning, his shame before his grandmother. Some 

nights, he was so alone, he crawled outside the wagon, rolled naked in 

sage and dust until dirt and scratches ran with blood and he knew he 

was still alive. 

“Baltza, let me hear you!”
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Txomin listened. A snarl and then a bark filled the spaces be-

tween the flakes. He sidestepped free of the sheep and found himself 

wading in snow as high as his knees in places. Drifting snow. Coyotes. 

Baltza maybe wounded, fighting for his life. Txomin hung the lantern 

on his arm near his elbow and dragged two shells from his pocket, 

clicked them into the opened breech of the gun, and snapped it closed, 

the way his brother had showed him. He’d never shot anything before.

He pulled his neck in, letting his coat cover the lower half of his 

face. Moisture from breathing dampened the collar, freezing it against 

his lower lip, but he had the illusion of warmth when his breath ex-

pelled from his mouth. Each step carried him into unknown space, 

away from his wagon and his horse. Snow cascaded from his boots. 

This snow didn’t crunch and creak; it sifted, filling the boot hole like 

silt as soon as his leg lifted and swung forward. His tracks would dis-

appear before he could retrace them. Fear rattled, coiled and waiting 

like a summer snake in his city-boy gut.

At the farthest edge of the sheep band, blood patches appeared 

black in the lamplight. A sheep? Baltza? The snow was sculptured in 

swirls and humps; a portion was tramped flat. Under the lamp, a trail 

of blood marked a deep groove, as if a broom had swept along the 

hillside between clumps of sage and across the snow. One sheep, two, 

even three, but not Baltza. He needed Baltza.

With lantern held high, Txomin strained to peer beyond the 

blowing snow. Light reflected off the sheeps’ eyes, twin gold spots here, 

there, staring at him, like cats’ eyes. A long howl rose on mournful 

notes and then trailed into the wind. His hackles stirred. He remem-

bered the shadow at dusk, the blue ghost. The night paused. Txomin 

thought he could hear each snowflake whisper as it landed. Then yips 

sang into the night—coyotes. He could deal with coyotes.
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Barks in the distance, fading. Baltza was in trouble. Why did 

he leave the band? He wouldn’t do that unless he was protecting a 

straggler. At supper the sheep had seemed secure, close to the wagon. 

Maybe a mountain lion, scarce as they had become in Idaho, had crept 

from the heights and found his sheep, cut one out for itself and mur-

dered the peace.

When he tried to move faster, Txomin slipped sideways. He 

should have ridden Blade. Instead, he had picked up the lantern and 

begun his climb, forgetting his scarf, not stopping to plan, acting first, 

acting dumb. Just like his brother said.

In the first month, Txomin had drunk half the summer’s wine 

supply and let the dog work while he slept most of the day in the shade. 

He lost Blade twice, turned his ankle and cut his arm on a rock when 

he fell off the top of the wagon, begged the supply man to take his 

place. One night, Txomin had stumbled from the wagon, screaming at 

the moon, “I hate you.” He fell on his face, sobbing and dripping tears 

and snot into the dirt.

Hate who? If he expected the Guardia Civil to kick him, beat 

him, and at last throw him in jail for a week or two to sober up, he 

was in the wrong place. Baltza had circled Txomin, pushing at his legs, 

nosing his arms and neck and hand. A dog, a stupid animal. But Baltza 

did his job, kept the sheep rounded up, ate his food, slept, scissored his 

legs in dreams on the wagon floor, woke and did his job again. That’s 

all Txomin had to do: keep the sheep together and safe, eat, sleep, 

dream. Could he do that? Could he do as much as Baltza did?

Txomin had rolled over, grabbed Baltza’s black head and held 

it with both hands, touching his nose to the dog’s. Soft, cool, grainy 

damp touching his own dry skin, his own running nose. “Baltza, you 

tell me. I’ll do it.”
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The dog, named for his dark color, had scrambled to his feet, 

shaken himself, and trotted off to the sheep. Since then, Txomin talked 

to Baltza, and Baltza talked to Txomin. When Txomin thought he’d 

go crazy listening to his own voice and the flies droning in the summer 

heat, hearing the rumbles in his head or the click of rain and hail on 

the tin roof, he climbed up to his sheep. Followed Baltza around the 

band, cradling his thoughts in the bleats, finding words for what they 

said to each other. “Baa: Grass, green. Baaa: Water, wet.”

In the canyon, Txomin waded as best he could. The sheep were behind 

him. He was alone when the ghost crept from the shadows into the 

circle of his lamplight. A wolf. Big across the shoulders, pale eyes star-

ing at Txomin, his tail flat, his fur light gray but silvered on the tips, 

almost blue. The gun felt heavy in Txomin’s arms. Could he lift and 

fire it before the wolf lunged at his neck, punctured his artery, shook 

his body and dragged it to his pack? All the stories he’d heard since he 

came to sheep country echoed in his head. ‘Bloodthirsty killer,’ ‘cruel,’ 

‘child-nabber,’ ‘murderer.’

The coyotes yelped again. A whimper followed. Baltza! Txomin 

lifted his gun. The wolf’s mouth grinned open; sharp incisors reflected 

light. His pink and wet tongue panted. He turned and began to lope 

slowly toward the racket. Txomin lowered his gun and jogged after it, 

staying in the path cleared by the dead animal. He couldn’t trot as fast 

as the wolf, but the wolf stopped to sniff the air when Txomin tripped 

or fell behind.

They came to a flat meadow. The snow had stopped and the 

clouds began to part, letting moonlight pour through. Four coyotes 

pulled and jerked at the innards of a fallen sheep, feasting and growl-

ing their greed. Two of them faced Baltza, who jumped toward them, 
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then away. One of the coyotes leaped at the dog’s throat. They rolled 

and snarled in the snow, thrashing and growling, tangling their legs. 

Txomin dropped his lantern and raised his gun, but he couldn’t fire. 

He’d kill his dog along with the coyote.

The wolf howled, a high keen. Like a frieze of jackals, all the 

animals ceased their motion and faced the wolf and Txomin. Baltza 

barked. The wolf coiled itself and sprang at the coyotes standing over 

the sheep. He bit the shoulder of the nearest. The others hesitated a 

moment, then ran, streaming away in the dark. The wolf stalked the 

pack, leaving the wounded coyote. Baltza looked at Txomin, then 

at the wild animals. He took one step, two. The lamp sputtered and 

failed, and a cloud crossed the moon. Black gripped Txomin and his 

fear uncoiled. Fear of the blood, the coyotes, the ghost, the lonely hole 

of night. Here in the snow he would die.

Out of the darkness, he felt rather than saw the body hurtle at 

him—long, skinny, claws and jaw pointed at his neck. Eighty pounds 

landed on him, knocking him against the useless lamp, flailing him 

into the snow, down, black, kicking, yipping, shouting, white, bark-

ing, rolling over and over.

“You old son-of-a-bitch!” Txomin snuggled his face in the cold 

bristles and against the bony head. His dog’s tongue licked Txomin’s 

lips, his cheeks, his forehead and his eyes, until he could feel the saliva 

freeze. They lay still, their chests chuffing and mingling steam.

“Are you hurt?”

Baltza answered in short bursts, then jumped free and tried to 

lead Txomin up the hill.

“No. I cannot come, old man. My lamp is out.”

His dog circled and yipped, dashing once toward the fallen 

sheep, then back to Txomin.
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“Yeah, I know. A sheep is dead. Not your fault.”

Baltza whined.

“It’s okay. I’ll explain. The wolf can have it. Let’s get back to 

the camp.”

The last word settled Baltza. He pressed against Txomin’s leg, 

and led the sheepherder down the steep pitch of the canyon, through 

the sheep, to the camp door. 

“Round ‘em up again.” He circled his hand. “I’ll wait. Then 

we’ll have a hot one.”

Baltza and this band belonged to Txomin, maybe not by law, but 

by experience. A peculiar feeling, close to exaltation, seeped into him. 

They’d escaped a flash flood down Boundary Creek in June. They’d 

suffered the high heat days in July, a prairie fire in August, and all the 

long, lonely days in between. And he and Baltza and most of the sheep 

had survived a snowstorm in September. 

The sheep settled, huddling close to each other, looking like the 

mounds of yarn his grandmother stored in a basket near her chair. 

When the dog returned, Txomin scratched one of his ears, then opened 

the wagon door. A mixture of garlic, coffee, and waning heat brushed 

their noses. “What do you say? Think we could survive another sum-

mer?” Txomin pulled off his hat, slapped it against his thigh, and said: 

“After you, señor.”
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Dead Girls (Holt, 1997) was translated into twenty-three languages. 

Dobyns teaches in the MFA Program of Warren Wilson College; and 

in the past at Sarah Lawrence College; Emerson College; Syracuse Uni-

versity, where he designed and initiated the MFA program in creative 

writing; Boston University, University of Iowa and half a dozen other 

colleges and universities. He was born in Orange, NJ, in 1941. He lives 

in Westerly, RI.

Inspired by the colors, forms, and movement of her surroundings, Ali-

son Dougherty channels her love of nature and curiosities for truth in 

order to evoke feelings of nostalgia and wonder. Her methods are both 
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simple and technical. After a long, demanding career in commercial 

art and a shoulder injury from painting countless murals from the west 

coast all the way to Louisiana, life forced her to finally focus on her own 

art. She is the owner and artist of Outlier Gallery, a mobile art space 

she built inside a step van. You can follow her adventures on Instagram, 

Facebook, and twitter.

Okla Elliott is an assistant professor at Misericordia University. He 

holds a PhD in comparative literature from the University of Illinois, 

an MFA in creative writing from Ohio State University, and a certifi-

cate in legal studies from Purdue University. His work has appeared in 

Cincinnati Review, Harvard Review, Indiana Review, The Literary 

Review, New Ohio Review, Prairie Schooner, A Public Space, Sub-

tropics, and elsewhere, as well as being included as a “notable essay” 

in Best American Essays 2015. His books include From the Crooked 

Timber (short fiction), The Cartographer’s Ink (poetry), The Doors 

You Mark Are Your Own (a novel), Blackbirds in September: Selected 

Shorter Poems of Jürgen Becker (translation), and Pope Francis: The 

Essential Guide (nonfiction, forthcoming).

A writer and scholar, Gustavo Pérez Firmat is the author of several 

books of poetry, among them Bilingual Blues, Scar Tissue, and The 

Last Exile. He teaches at Columbia University, where he is the David 

Feinson Professor in the Humanties. 

Kate Gray’s passion is being a teacher, a writing coach, and a volunteer 

writing facilitator with women inmates and women veterans. She is 

the author of three poetry collections, and her first novel, Carry the 

Sky, stares at bullying without blinking.
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Joe Hill is the #1 New York Times Bestselling Author of The Fire-

man, NOS4A2, Heart-Shaped Box, and Horns (which was made into 

a feature film starring Daniel Radcliffe). His book of short stories, 

20th Century Ghosts, won the Bram Stoker Award and British Fan-

tasy Award for Best Collection. He earned the Eisner Award for Best 

Writer for his long-running comic book series, Locke & Key, featuring 

the eye-popping art of Gabriel Rodriguez.

Wynne Hungerford has published fiction in Epoch, Talking River, 

The Whitefish Review, The South Carolina Review, and The Week-

ly Rumpus, among other places. In 2013, she won The Meadowlark 

Award for her story “Ladies Chocolate Night.” She is currently an 

MFA candidate at the University of Florida. 

Stephen Graham Jones is the author of sixteen novels and six story 

collections. Most recent is the werewolf novel Mongrels, from William 

Morrow. Next are the comic books My Hero, from Hex Publishers, 

and Mapping the Interior, from Tor. Stephen lives and teaches in Boul-

der, Colorado.

Deborah Keenan is the author of nine collections of poetry; the three 

most recent are Willow Room, Green Door: New and Selected Po-

ems, Milkweed Editions; a limited edition book from broadcraft press 

of writing ideas and options, from tiger to prayer; and, from Red Bird 

Chapbooks, a limited edition book, so she had the world, of 12 poems 

and 12 paintings by Susan Solomon. She is also the co-editor, with 

Roseann Lloyd, of Looking for Home: Women Writing About Exile, 

from Milkweed Editions.
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Jeff Knorr was the Poet Laureate for the city and county of Sacramento 

from 2012–2016. Jeff is the author of four books of poetry, The Color 

of a New Country (forthcoming, Mammoth Books), The Third Body 

(Cherry Grove Collections), Keeper (Mammoth Books), and Standing 

Up to the Day (Pecan Grove Press). His other works include Moor-

ing Against the Tide: Writing Poetry and Fiction (Prentice Hall); the 

anthology, A Writer’s Country (Prentice Hall); and The River Sings: 

An Introduction to Poetry (Prentice Hall). His poetry and essays have 

appeared widely in literary journals and anthologies including Chel-

sea, Connecticut Review, The Journal, North American Review, Red 

Rock Review, Barrow Street, and Like Thunder: Poets Respond to 

Violence in America. Jeff Knorr lives in Sacramento, California, and is 

Professor of literature and creative writing at Sacramento City College.

Robert Kostuck is an M.Ed. graduate from Northern Arizona Univer-

sity. Recently published fiction, essays, and reviews appear in many 

American and Canadian print journals and anthologies. He is cur-

rently working on short stories, essays, and novels; his short story and 

essay collections seek a publisher.

Donald Levering’s 7th full-length poetry book, Coltrane’s God, was 

published in 2015 by Red Mountain Press. His previous book, The 

Water Leveling with Us, placed 2nd in the 2015 National Federation 

of Press Women Book Award. He is a past NEA Fellow in Poetry and 

winner of the 2014 Literal Latté Poetry Award, First Runner-Up for 

the 2015 Mark Fischer Prize, and finalist for the 2016 Ruth Stone and 

New Letters prizes. He has been a Duende Series Reader and was a 

Guest Poet in the Academy of American Poets online forum. More 

information is available at donaldlevering.com.
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Margaret Malone is the author of the story collection People Like 

You, a Finalist for the 2016 PEN Hemingway Award, Winner of the 

2016 Balcones Fiction Prize, and selected as a best of 2015 by Powell’s 

Books, The Oregonian, The Portland Mercury, and elsewhere. A co-

host of the artist and literary gathering SHARE, Margaret lives in 

Portland, Oregon, with her husband and two children.

Daniel Edward Moore’s poems have been published in journals such 

as: The Spoon River Poetry Review, Rattle, Assaracus Review, Co-

lumbia Journal Of Arts and Literature and others. His work has 

also been nominated for a Pushcart Prize. His poems are currently 

at Permafrost Magazine, Compose Literary Journal, Glint Literary 

Journal, Steel Toe Review, The American Journal Of Poetry, Coal 

Magazine, Gravel Magazine, Lullwater Review, Prairie Winds, and 

South Florida Poetry Journal. He has poems forthcoming in Common 

Ground Review, Tule Review, New South, Weber Review, Roanoke 

Review, Glass: A Journal Of Poetry, and December Magazine. He 

lives in Washington on Whidbey Island. His book, Confessions Of A 

Pentecostal Buddhist, was just released on Amazon. Visit Daniel at 

Danieledwardmoore.com

Patricia Colleen Murphy founded Superstition Review at Arizona 

State University, where she teaches creative writing and magazine 

production. Her book Hemming Flames (Utah State University Press, 

2016) won the May Swenson Poetry Award judged by Stephen Dunn. 

A chapter from her memoir in progress was published as a chapbook 

by New Orleans Review. Her writing has appeared in many literary 

journals, including The Iowa Review, Quarterly West, and American 

Poetry Review, and most recently in Black Warrior Review, North 
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American Review, Smartish Pace, Burnside Review, Poetry North-

west, Third Coast, Hobart, decomP, Midway Journal, Armchair/

Shotgun, and Natural Bridge. She lives in Phoenix, AZ.

Harry Newman’s poetry has appeared in numerous literary journals 

over the last decade including Rattle, Chautauqua, Ecotone, Asheville 

Poetry Review, and The New Guard, among many others. His poems 

have been nominated for two Pushcart Prizes and shortlisted twice for 

the Bridport Prize in England. Led from a Distance, a collection of his 

political poetry, was published by Louisiana Literature Press in 2016. 

He can be contacted through his website www.harrynewman.com. 

Naomi Shihab Nye’s most recent books are The Turtle of Oman (a 

novel for elementary readers) and Famous, illustrated by Lisa Desi-

mini. She has recently worked for the Sharjah International Book Fes-

tival in the United Arab Emirates and the Words Take Wing project 

through UC Davis.

Paulann Petersen, Oregon Poet Laureate Emerita, has six full-length 

books of poetry, most recently Understory, from Lost Horse Press. 

Her poems have appeared in many journals, including Poetry, The 

New Republic, Prairie Schooner, Willow Springs, Calyx, and the In-

ternet’s Poetry Daily. A Stegner Fellow at Stanford University, she re-

ceived the 2006 Holbrook Award from Oregon Literary Arts. In 2013 

she was Willamette Writers’ Distinguished Northwest Writer. The 

Latvian composer Eriks Esenvalds chose a poem from her book The 

Voluptuary as the lyric for a new choral composition that’s now part 

of the repertoire of the Choir at Trinity College Cambridge.
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Born and raised in Nogales, Arizona, Alberto Ríos earned his BA and 

MFA in Creative Writing from the University of Arizona and holds the 

esteemed position of Regents’ Professor at Arizona State University. 

His poetry, stories, and autobiographical work have been extensively 

published for nearly four decades. Among many other honors, Ríos 

has received the Walt Whitman Award in Poetry, the Western States 

Book Award for Fiction, and the Latino Literary Hall of Fame Award. 

In 2014, Ríos was elected to the prestigious position of Chancellor of 

the Academy of American Poets. During August of 2013, Rios was 

named Arizona's first state poet laureate, a position he held until 2015. 

Matthew Roberson is the author of three novels, 1998.6, Impotent, and 

List. He also edited the collection, Musing the Mosaic: Approaches to 

Ronald Sukenick, from SUNY Press. His short fiction has appeared in 

Notre Dame Review, Fourteen Hills, Fiction International, Clacka-

mas Literary Review, Western Humanities Review, McSweeney’s In-

ternet Tendency, Web Conjunctions, and others. He has served on the 

FC2 Board of Directors since 2010.

Lee Rossi’s latest book is Wheelchair Samurai, available from Plain 

View Press. Recent poems appear or are forthcoming in Rattle, Spill-

way, Miramar, The Paterson Literary Review, and The Chariton Re-

view. He is a member of the Northern California Book Reviewers and 

a Contributing Editor to Poetry Flash.

Tim Schell’s novel Road to the Sea was published in 2016, and he is 

the winner of the 2004 Mammoth Book Award for Prose for his novel 

The Drums of Africa which was published in the fall of 2007. In 2010, 

Tim’s novel The Memoir of Jake Weedsong was The Finalist in the 
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AWP novel competition, and in 2011 it was published by Serving House 

Books. Tim’s fiction has been nominated for a Pushcart Award and he 

was the winner of the Martindale Award for Long Fiction. Along with 

Jeff Knorr, Tim is the co-author of Mooring Against the Tide: Writing 

Fiction and Poetry (Prentice Hall, 2006) and the co-editor of the an-

thology A Writer’s Country (Prentice Hall, 2001). Currently, he is the 

Chair of the Writing, Literature and Foreign Language Department at 

Columbia Gorge Community College in Hood River, Oregon. 

Miranda Schmidt’s work has appeared or is forthcoming in The Col-

lagist, Phoebe, Luna Station Quarterly, Driftwood Press, and other 

journals. Miranda grew up in the Midwest and now lives with her 

partner and two cats in Portland, Oregon, where she edits the Sun 

Star Review, teaches at Portland Community College, and occasion-

ally blogs about books at mirandaschmidt.com. A graduate of the Uni-

versity of Washington’s MFA program, Miranda recently completed a 

novel about haunting and is currently at work on a project inspired by 

shapeshifting fairy tales.

Warren Slesinger is a former university press editor and publisher who 

lives in South Carolina where he explores its hills and marshes, and 

speaks to its people. With numerous publications of his poetry, he re-

ceived a South Carolina Poetry Fellowship in 2002, and a collection 

of his poems and definitions, The Evening Light, appeared in 2011. 

Lauren Smith teaches English at Delta College in central Michigan. 

Her work has appeared in The Writer’s Chronicle, Prick of the Spin-

dle, New Madrid, Umbrella Factory, NewPages, Bookslut, and The 

Toledo City Paper. In 2015, Cambridge Scholars Publishing included 
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her essay, “When the Need Arises: Acting the Extrovert in Order to 

Teach,” in the anthology An Introvert in an Extrovert World: Essays 

on the Quiet Ones. She recently contributed to The Best Advice in Six 

Words, a print collection from SMITH magazine’s “Six-Word Mem-

oir” series (her advice: “Don’t poof your hair. Just don’t.”). She earned 

an MFA in nonfiction from Bennington College in 2010.

Don Thompson was born and raised in Bakersfield, California, and 

has lived in the southern San Joaquin Valley for most of his life. Cur-

rently the poet laureate of Kern County, he has been publishing poetry 

since the early sixties, including a dozen books and chapbooks. For 

more information and links to his publications, visit his website, San 

Joaquin Ink (don-e-thompson.com).

Zev Torres is a writer and spoken word performer whose work has ap-

peared in numerous print and on-line publications including Palabras 

Luminosas: Luminous Words, Literary Orphans, Five2One’s online 

publication #thesideshow, the Suisun Valley Review, and the Long 

Island Poetry Collective’s Xanadu. His poetry was also included in the 

Spring, 2016 Poetry Leaves exhibition in Waterford, Michigan. Since 

2008, Zev has hosted Make Music New York’s annual Spoken Word 

Extravaganza, and in 2010 he founded the Skewered Syntax Poetry 

Crawls. 

Julie Weston continues to write Idaho stories and has three published 

books: The Good Times Are all Gone Now: Life, Death and Rebirth 

in an Idaho Mining Town (University of Oklahoma Press, 2009) and 

two mysteries set in 1920s central Idaho, Moonshadows and Basque 

Moon (Five Star Publishing, 2015 and 2016). She lives in Hailey, Idaho, 
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with her photographer husband, where they ski, write, photograph, 

and enjoy the outdoors.

Tyler Wilborn is a writer originally from Colorado Springs, Colorado. 

His work has appeared in the The West Wind, Azusa Pacific Univer-

sity’s student-run publication, and Kaaterskill Basin Literary Journal. 

For more information on Tyler, please visit tylerwilborn.com. 

Sunni Brown Wilkinson’s poetry has been published or is forthcom-

ing in Sugar House Review, Rock & Sling, Tar River Poetry, South-

ern Indiana Review, and other journals and anthologies and has been 

nominated for two Pushcarts. She is also the recipient of the Sherwin 

W. Howard Poetry Award from Weber: the Contemporary West. She 

holds an MFA from Eastern Washington University, teaches at Weber 

State University, and lives in Ogden, Utah, with her husband and three 

young sons. 

John Sibley Williams is the editor of two Northwest poetry antholo-

gies and the author of nine collections, including Disinheritance and 

Controlled Hallucinations. A seven-time Pushcart nominee, John is 

the winner of numerous awards, including the Philip Booth Award, 

American Literary Review Poetry Contest, Nancy D. Hargrove Edi-

tors’ Prize, Confrontation Poetry Prize, and Vallum Award for Poetry. 

He serves as editor of The Inflectionist Review and works as a literary 

agent. Previous publishing credits include: The Yale Review, Midwest 

Quarterly, Sycamore Review, The Massachusetts Review, Poet Lore, 

Saranac Review, Arts & Letters, Columbia Poetry Review, Mid-

American Review, Poetry Northwest, Third Coast, Baltimore Re-

view, RHINO, and various anthologies. He lives in Portland, Oregon. 
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